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   DISADVANTAGES OF CENTRAL POWER UNITS 
 
In applications where two or more lifts are needed, we discourage the use of a single (central) power 

unit.  This is sometimes specified by a customer as an “assumed” cost saving measure.  
The reasons this may be a poor choice are as follows: 

 
 The installation of a central power unit system can be very expensive.  Hydraulic lines and control wiring 

must be run to each lift station.  Managing all this back at the terminal point (central power unit) is a 
significant project.  If wires get crossed or lines get connected in error, it can be time consuming and 
expensive to troubleshoot. 

 
 Because of the economies of volume, our standard hydraulic power unit is a bargain.  Most often the “add-

ons” outweigh the “deducts” and the central power unit costs more than several individual standard power 
units. 

 
 When a central pump or motor fail, all the lifts in the system are shut down until repairs can be made. 
 
 When more than one lift is being signaled simultaneously to raise, the speed is affected by the multiple of 

those lifts; two lifts – half speed, three lifts – one third the speed, four lifts – one fourth the speed, etc.  The 
only way around this is to size the motor to run some multiple of lifts and use a proportional volume pump – 
very, very expensive! 

 
 The directional valving, down valving and check valving for each lift must be duplicated for each lift.  This 

valving is located on the top of the power unit.  It can be a housekeeping problem, maintenance is difficult, 
at best, and troubleshooting must be done by a qualified and experienced hydraulic technician. 

 
 The lifts furthest away from the power unit will be slower coming down. 
 
 The one central reservoir has to have enough tank capacity to allow all the lifts to be fully raised at the 

same time. 
 
 This type of central power unit system requires more sophisticated (and costly) filtration system. 
 
 When dirt or contamination gets into the oil, it infects all the lifts.  
 
 If an intermittently running system is chosen, the number of motor starts per lift times the total number of 

lifts could be a factor. The maximum running time for most intermittent duty motors is 300 motor starts per 
hour or total run time of 15 minutes in any one hour period).  See Tech Sheet E-2 for additional details. 

 
 If a continuously running power unit is chosen, the power unit runs all through the shift(s).  There is noise 

and heat developed that could be a factor.  
 


